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EQUALITIES AND HUMAN RIGHTS COMMITTEE 

CHILDREN (EQUAL PROTECTION FROM ASSAULT) (SCOTLAND) BILL  

SUBMISSION FROM GRAEME CRAIG  

I do not support this Bill or its aims to end the physical punishment of children by parents or 

carers and that inter alia for the following reasons: 

1. This Bill is premised on the idea that no distinction should be made between children 

and adults.  Yet in many realms the law rightly draws such a distinction in its 

treatment of children and adults – eg laws regarding alcohol and sexual activity. 

2. Reasonable physical chastisement is one of the tools which loving parents use in the 

discipline of their children.  To equate this with child abuse is both fatuous and 

insulting to parents.  Smacking is often used to warn a child of dangers before they 

understand a verbal warning.  It may also be used as a method of providing a quick, 

sharp shock to a young child when reasoning with them is impossible.   

3. Reasonable, loving, physical chastisement is one of the methods which God has 

mandated parents to use in the training of their children (see e.g. Proverbs 22:15; 

Hebrews 12:9), and the State has no right to remove it.  There has been a general 

deterioration in children’s behavior over the last few decades due to the pursuit of 

policies based on philosophies lying behind the promotion of this Bill.   

4. Evidence from Sweden, which introduced a no-smacking policy in 1979 indicate that 

problems with child mental health and behavior increased after 1979, no doubt in 

part due to the change in smacking policy.  

5. This Bill, if it became law, would criminalise loving parents who cannot, in conscience 

accept it.  It would even criminalise those who, to protect their child from danger, 

may inadvertently, in the heat of the moment, gently and lovingly smack them.  Even 

the mildest of smacks would then be deemed criminal activity, and there would be no 

defense allowed. 

6. This Bill, if it became law, would cause division between parents and children and 

could potentially cause great disruption to otherwise stable families.  It would open 

up the possibility of children 'incriminating' their parents, even innocently, by 

mentioning to a friend or a teacher that they had been smacked at home for doing 

something wrong. It could also lead to parents who smack their children at home 

being reported to the police by neighbours, or, if the smack is administered in public, 

by anyone who is a 'witness' to it. I know of many who would refuse to comply with 

such a law and could not, in conscience, comply with it.  

7. This Bill The law as it stands gives full protection to children against child abuse and 

therefore this Bill is unnecessary.  Its promotion is more to do with social engineering 

that anything else. 

8. This bill is an infringement on the rights of parents to bring up their Children (who do 

not belong to the State) and an infringement of the rights of children to be brought up 

in a loving way by their parents. 


